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AA WWiinn tt ee rr ’’ ss  EEvveenn iinngg ii nn  WWooooddss  HHooll ee
By A. Trowbridge

It is 6:30
in the dead of  winter
in the little summer village by the sea;
no one roams the streets, and the 
sea glints mournfully
off  the dappled water,
which looks black until your eyes adjust to the dark.
Here, the buildings are huddled together
perhaps for warmth
or from fear of  the lurking dark—
growing up like weeds that
are so numerous
they have nowhere to expand sideways, 
and so instead
grow exponentially up.
Little alleyways
are shadowed by teetering rooftops
and overlooking the gusty streets is
the Dome.
A sickly shade of  green
—like a dead imitation of  the summer’s sun-shot sea—
the Dome solemnly surveys the streets around it:
a watch guard
to supervise the surrounding activity.
But whether its intentions are well meant or sinister, 
it is hard to tell;
even the innocent and good things lose their color here
parched by the salty air and gloomy atmosphere—
it is as if  the dreary clouds above
are siphoning away the brightness from
the little shingled buildings
until all that is left is the characteristic “Cape Cod Grey.”

It is the dead of  winter,
6:30 in the evening,
and I wander alone the streets of  this hibernating town.

A. Trowbridge: “Look, it’s ot in my nature to be mysterious—but I can’t talk about it, and I can’t
talk about why.” (Rusty, Ocrean’s Twelve)
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UUnntt ii tt ll ee dd
By E. Donahue

I’m a senior at Falmouth High and I really enjoy drawing people.
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HHooww GGyyaann CChhooss ee  tthhee  LLoowwee ss tt  PPooss ss ii bb ll ee  CCaarr ee ee rr  
By C. Mattox

In the country of  America, the foremost land of  liberty and joy, lived a young man who was determined in every-
way to be the best scholar he could be. He went by the name of  Gyan. Gyan had never been particularly well off,
having only enough money to be able to afford a respectable education. Unfortunately for Gyan, he was never
going to earn a decent living, for he was the most stubborn man in the land and he was not quiet about it. During
his time in University, while his fellow students were concentrating on preparing themselves for useful professions,
majoring in Engineering, International Relations, Pre Law, and Middle English, obstinate Gyan chose to pursue
what he loved the most. In order to further his love of  learning, Gyan chose to pursue a career in education. 
Gyan was so excited about his new pursuit of  passion, that he wanted to share his news with his most worthy

and loving parents, the most supportive and the best in all of  this world. 
“Dear Mother! Dear Father! I have finally discovered what I want to do the most out of  all things! I want to

teach! I want to transfer my love of  knowledge to others! I will tell them all about simple physics or English or the
history of  economics in Central Uzbekistan and they will….”    
“You are deplorable,” interrupted Gyan’s mother. “We gave you all we have in this world and you choose to

throw it all away! A teacher has nothing. They are paid nothing and therefore they live in poverty. You will never be
able to care for us in our old age. Why couldn’t you become a poet like your older brother?” At that moment, she
began to cry uncontrollably.
“Look what you did!” screamed his father. “We were going to make a life change today and now your mother is

upset. Get out of  my sight. Just go.”
Gyan was heartbroken; he always loved his parents most of  all and wanted nothing more than their approval and

consequently he went to his most respected professor for his approval instead.
“I have thought for a long time, Professor, and I have decided that I know what I want to do. I have decided that

I want to become a teacher, Professor, and I so very…”
“Oh no, son. Do not do that. Once, long ago, teaching was a worthy profession. People were willing to learn and

to expand their minds. But now teaching and even professing have become obsolete. The students have become
smarter. They know everything before they even step into a classroom. They never ask questions. Their eyes are al-
ways down. They are always nodding rhythmically in the affirmative. When the students know all, teaching is a waste
of  intellect, a waste of  talent, and an overall waste of  time.”
“I cannot think this to be true, Professor. I know that I listen to you all the time and I think that you are a really

good professor and…”   
“Think what you will, Gyan. You obviously do not need me.”
Gyan did not know what to think but was all together unwilling to admit it. He persevered and became a teacher

because it was not in his nature to restrain any endeavor. He found a job in a small college where he was able to
speak on and on, while his students quietly nodded away. 

C. Mattox is a senior and has nothing else to say about herself.
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TTeeaappoo tt
By K. Womboldt

Clay is one of  my favorite classes because it
allows me to be creative in different ways 
and can be very relaxing away from the 

stress of  other classes.

JJaakkee  HHaammmmee rr  (( ccaassuuaa ll ))      JJaakkee  HHaammmmee rr  (( pp rr ii ssoonnee rr ))
By J. Rodman

I’ve liked drawing pretty much my whole life, and I’m getting into graphics work thsee days.
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Sunday night on the river
The moon sliced in a sliver
I held his hand as he quivered,
“I don’t want to go home,
Don’t make me go home.”
His face was pale of  color
He misplaced his windblown mother
His father played a child,
And his brother was very wild.
He shown curls of  golden wheat
Not even the sun could dare to beat
And His not-so crooked teeth
Showed off  his 
Not-so crooked smile
And when he felt awkward in his skin
He would run an extra mile
He had friends lining out windows
And acquaintances piling up on cars
He pondered over the universe,
But had no belief  in stars
His shoes were always dirty
And his hands were always clean
He was assertive and opinionated,
But never meant to be mean
His legs stretched on for eons

You could find latitude on his tongue
He’s battled his brother’s appeal
Since he was very young
He spoke a languid silence
But was very very loud
Those who chose to listen
Were few in the trafficked crowd
I loved this man with all my lungs
I breathed him in my heart
I testified among the gods
That we’d never fall apart 
And this day that I first knew him,
I knew I couldn’t lose him, 
As his melted eyes of  ink
Soon began to leak,
Revealing a sincere scripture
I never thought he’d speak
“I wish for a hand to dine with
Someone with a spine with 
Flasks of  emptied lies and 
Someone who knows the route home.”
And all that remained was paper.

A. Balsebre: I like rhyming words and baking cupcakes. I like
eating cupcakes, too.

SSuunnddaayy  NNiigghhtt  oonn tthhee RRiivv eerr
By A. Balsebre
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IIzzzzaabbooww ll
By E. Tietje

I like art and such. Painting is mucho fun.
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GGeennee  PPoooo ll
By M. Campbell

I stared into his eyes that were like two deep pools with bottoms so murky and mysterious that I knew there was
something not quite right about him.  I had never studied my grandfather this much before, but that was probably
because I had never really interacted with him much before today.  I mean we were family by blood, but not by
emotion.  We saw each other at holidays with the occasional phone call that was filled with painful small talk.  That
had always worked for me, sitting through those couple of  weeks in total boredom, but never having to interact.
Then my grandmother had the genius idea for us to “get to know one another.”
“You come here and all you do is sit there and type on that computer.  We never get to see you, so when we do

you should spend time talking to us,” my grandmother scolded.  
Sure, I didn’t talk to you, but that’s because all you talked about was yourself  or trains.  You’ve made no effort to get
to know me; it’s not my fault that I’m antisocial, but what can I do?
“Your grandfather really wants to spend some time with you.  Why don’t you two talk?” she asked.  
Well, what could I say to that?  put on a huge fake grin and said, “Okay, that sounds great!” in a phony happy voice.
“Oh, well good night!  That sounds perfect!  I’ll go fetch him!”  I grudgingly shut down my computer, thinking

of  all the fun I won’t be having as we “bond.”
He came in, following my grandmother like a puppy dog who knew nothing else.  He sat down across the table

from me and just looked at me, confused.  My grandmother leaves the room, looking perfectly happy with herself
because she now had time to watch her favorite soap.  We stared at each other; that’s when I noticed his eyes. 
“How’s school?” he asked, a tried and true subject.
“It’s fine.  A lot of  work, but it’s worth it.  Most of  my teachers are good, and that’s the best you can expect, I

guess,” I joked.  
Bad move.  He just looked at me, more confused than ever.  I didn’t know what to say next. I couldn’t ask about

work because he’s retired, so what could I mention?  The weather?  No, that’s just pathetic.  Trains?  No, that will
just set him off  for hours and I will be hard pressed not to fall asleep.  I just said nothing; it’s safest.  We stared at
each other for a while.   
“What kinds of  music do you like?” I said, thinking it would be a safe question.
“Music is evil. It corrupts people and is a waste of  time.”  
“Oh.”  More silence followed.
“What do you do with your friends? Do you have any friends? Some good students are secluded and have no

life.”
“Umm…..,” I couldn’t think.  How do I respond to that?  “Well, I have friends and we just hang out and, I don’t

know, do stuff.”  
“Do you drink?  Most high schools have students drinking on campus, and on the weekends, the kids are out par-

tying and get drunk.”
“No, we don’t drink.”
“But, kids do drink.”
“Some, yes, but not us.”
“In due time…” he said. 
I was about to explode.  There was no safe response, so I just sat there, nodded, and stared.  His eyes were be-

coming darker.  
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We stared at each other for what felt like a lifetime, a lifetime of  sitting there and doing nothing while learning so
much at the same time.  I was wishing there was background music or something to fill the deafening silence, but
there was nothing, only cold air.
“I have homework to do,” I lied. 
I stood up and walked away from those critical, piercing eyes.  As I retreated to my room, I thought about every-

thing.  Well Grandma, I got to know him, but I wasn’t sure I liked it.

M. Campbell: I am a junior who spends her time searching for windows.

BBooddyy
By K. Bouchard

I’m awesome.
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WWiinntt eerr
By B. Handy

Dissonant arrows like footprints and shadows
The city streetlights help to define me
at a time like this.
So will you dream with me?
Because all I ever wanted was a story.

So we walked until we came to an elementary school;
The sun had set and a light snow was falling.
We stood in the school yard,
each falling snowflake bringing me closer to you and
farther from the plastic future we were both running from.

Darkened soldiers pacing back and forth
The ancient scriptures help to define me
at a time like this.
Will you believe with me?
There is something in this world worth the pain of  living.

It stopped snowing and we came to a roadside store
selling Christmas trees. You picked out a tree and
we bought it.
Don’t tell me Christmas isn’t real,
I’ve never felt anything more real in my entire life.

Severed memories are the leaves in December
I can’t understand the world
at a time like this.
So please walk with me.

B. Handy: I enjoy writing songs and I want to become a professional musician.
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PPeeaacchhyy KKeeeenn
By A. Colburn

I’m a senior and I’m going to nursing 
school next year.

SSuunnnnyy MMoorrnn iinngg
By M. Deyo

I’m a sophomore at Falmouth High School. O love 
to dance and do art.
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DDaanncc ee ss ,,  aanndd mmyy ffaa ii ll uu rr ee  tt oo  eenn jj ooyy tthheemm
By S. Olmsted

I’ve been in high school for some four years, and I’ve had friends for even longer than that, but I still seem to
lack certain social abilities.  I can’t seem to take a drink from the drinking fountain without splashing water all over
my pants.  I don’t understand why people write messages to each other in the bathroom, and I’m even more clueless
as to why other people write back.  And I can’t bring myself  to type “lol” on the computer, because even if  I laugh
out loud, I’m more comfortable just saying “haha.”
But above all my other social failures, there is the fact that I’m unable to understand high school dances.  I realize

I’m in the minority, but the truth must be told.  Maybe I just miss the days of  junior high school, when we all stood
around in circles with our friends, giggling while we tried to find the courage to ask someone to dance.  Slow dances
were the big hit in those days.  I’m not sure they have slow dances any more.  Or maybe I’m old fashioned and
would be amused if  high school dances consisted of  tangos and waltzes.  I think that would make for a good
evening.
Because it seems to me that what we have now is not a dance.  It’s a group of  people with no real designated

partner pulsing as one entity in a mass of  sweating bodies.  I’m afraid I can’t speak in favor of  the music, either; rap
may have its roots in poetry, but it’s not music in the sense of  emotion swelling in harmony to an inspiring beat that
captivates the soul in the artist’s feeling.  I guess rap captures anger, but I can’t move my feet to that.  That’s just me,
of  course, but isn’t the best part of  any dance the oldies music, the songs that everyone knows?  Everyone loves to
jump up and down on the dance floor to some hopping song from the nineteen-seventies, knocking into strangers
with dark faces as you try to leap the highest, yelling your voice hoarse and succumbing to mob psychology.  I’ve al-
ways found it more exciting than pointing to the windows, and then pointing to the walls. (Ba rum dum dum).
For those of  you who have difficulty enduring these dances, I have a few words of  fool-proof  advice.  Sit down

to the side with a pleasant smile on your face, as if  you’re enjoying yourself  tremendously.  You may want to sip
some water; you’ll look good and it’s delicious.  Pretend to make eye contact with people if  you feel uncomfortable,
or stage a cell phone conversation.  Make sure to laugh loudly, to show you’re happy and don’t want the dance to
end, even if  time seems to have stopped.  You can also very smoothly make your way to the bathroom some ten or
fifteen times and avoid raised eyebrows.  (If  you’re a girl, bring a friend.)
I’ve always had problems actually getting onto the dance floor.  Dancing, as defined by today, is not difficult, as

long as you’re not self-conscious about looking like an idiot.  It consists of  heavy swaying from side to side, perhaps
a rhythmic shuffling of  the feet, and what you do with your hands is up to you, but it’s best to make them as unno-
ticeable as possible.  It’s preferable, of  course, to have someone to dance with.  I can’t help you there.  Girls can
dance with each other.  Guys can’t do that.  This throws off  the balance.  But if  you get a partner, just roll your hips
to the music, try not to step on anyone’s feet or bump into too many people, and keep your hands in a gentlemanly
position.
All in all, dances have never quite been worth the money for me.  At least I can keep an eye on my sisters.

S. Olmsted is generally considered to be pleasant to be around.  He’s free this weekend.
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SStt rraannddss
By M. Arayo

I have been drawing since I could write a cursive “a.”
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EEss tthhee rr
By K. Foote

Every Christmas she’d come visit
and together we’d trudge through the snow,
walking in the frosted woods, until she had to go.
Winter melting into spring, I’d wait for her return,
long months of  lonely despair.
Then the sun would wake up and bake the land
and my sister would come back,
the breaking, cracking ice, floating away.
We’d walk in the warm comforting summer sand,

But each day she’d go to work,
I’d see her off  with a heavy heart
hoping the hours without her would fly.
How could I have known that with one little ring and
with two little words she would forever stop being mine? 

K. Foote: I write poetry best when`something inspires me; usually it's a feeling, sometimes it's a mem-
ory, and once it was even an apple.
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PPuuff ff yy
By M. Deasy

MMyy SShhooee ss
By T. Noonan

Art is my passion and always has been. I’m choosing to
use my creativity in college and major in photography.
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TThhee LLaasstt  SSuunnddoowwnn
By P. Christman

Every second lasts an hour
As day subsides to night,
The sun swallowed up by the sea,
Another light defeated,
Suffocated by the moment,
And I watch,
Love fighting fate.

His life flashed before my eyes,
The end struck without warning,
As my mind bled with panic,
Desperation,
Fear,
But there was nothing:
Nothing I could do,
I watched helplessly
As his final breaths,
Slow, forced, dwindling,
They fell away,
Grisly suffocation.

But before the darkness
His glance met mine,
Frozen like winter snowflakes,
Perfectly unique,
Falling,
Always falling,
And I saw the look in his eyes,
I saw the desperation,
Coupled with agony,
I saw the love.
So many knots untied,
One would last,
Forever flawless.

The minutes slipped away
As I tried to recap all the years,
Cutting dryness tempting my eyes,
Hot, wet, incessant tears
Pouring down my face-
He is gone.

I regret every mistake,
Compunction, like a slap in the face,
I stare into darkness,
Praying,
God, save him,
Save me.
And I try to glimpse into the past,
Realizing now how long it took,
My entire world shaken,
I am so painfully numb,
Thinking: This
Is scarier than all my fears,
It was too soon,
I was too late.

Thoughts flow freely-
I let go of  them,
They mean nothing now,
And I try to swallow,
Forcing down the sultry lump in my
throat,
Suffocating me-
I am isolated, cornered,
Still, they try to act so concerned,
But they’ll never know what I have
learned,
Life, it seems,
Is so unfair,
And the lines I write,
They don’t make sense,
I wish it was more
Than just my shattered confidence,
It chokes me,
But I cannot stand around 
Waiting here.

Like the sun’s journey
Through the sky,
Life slides away so easily,
And I’m angrier than I am sad,
But sometimes, feelings,

They get the best of  you.
Truth when I wanted lies,
Words are just too hard to find,
So I lie there,
And he lies there,
Apart but together in our hearts,
Memories start to fill my mind,
There is a hole in my heart,
A burning in my throat,
I blink back the sorrow,
Slowly, it all unwinds.
Regret and loss,
The worst combination,
He has become nothing,
But we have become one,
I keep him in my heart,
Love fighting fear,
We were like brothers,
Yogi and I.
Watching the setting sun
As I sit there alone,
Wishing it was us. 
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BBooookk EEnndd
By K. Payne

I love the arts and showing emotion through art. Music is also really important to me, 
both for dance and instruments.
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UUnntt ii tt ll ee dd
By J. Sulanowski

It is said that much can be told about a person from what they wear. That is certainly true. Goths and preps differ
in personalities and in clothing style; band geeks and jocks likewise. No one seems to realize, however, just how
much can be discerned from a person by looking at either the type of  all purpose bag they carry around, or how
they organize it. Today it seems that backpacks fall into two general categories: those worn on the back (and here
the author avoids the radical and rebellious subculture of  those people who wear only one strap on their backpack
at a time) and those oversized designer handbags carried on the shoulder or slung around the hips. It seems logical
that an item we carry around with us for an entire school day would have a great deal of  information to spew out to
the observant anthropologist.
Of  these two types, the backpack user is generally the messier of  the two; the handbag user is more meticulous.

The large all-encompassing pockets of  the backpack almost invite the user to stuff  papers in with wild abandon and
a non-existent sorting system. With such disregard to the subject manner or relevance, those papers that are the
most important somehow seem to migrate into the farthest, most remote regions in the backpack, and the inconse-
quential sheets outlining trivial information constantly float near the top. When crucial reports and essays are sub-
jected to such a slovenly file system, they too become last in a morass of  papers that were due three weeks ago.
When they are finally extracted well after the due date, these reports and essays show torn edges, stained and wrin-
kled pages and other blemishes that degrade their worth. Is it no wonder then, that those in possession of  back-
packs generally also find themselves possessing the lower grades? For the backpack user is also the procrastinator.
When all schoolwork is shoved into a burlap sack and placed out of  mind, the backpack user conveniently forgets
about all schoolwork, as if  the backpack were a black hole that swallows all matter that comes close. So it is the
backpack user that remembers the essay due on Monday at ten o’clock the previous night, just as they are ready to
settle down to bed. It is the backpack user who rushes downstairs during the dark hours of  the night to frantically
boot up the computer and attempt to churn out an essay that seems legible and well thought-out. But because this
type of  person shoves all items that are related to school into one vast receptacle, the essay labored over in the wee
hours of  morning has mysteriously vanished when class arrives bright and early, and the labor of  the backpack user
is lost. This leads to the last trait by which a backpack user can be picked out of  the general population. The back-
pack user appears tired and fatigued because of  his chronic poor memory, all-night stands and panic attacks. When
one forgets an assignment with such frequency, and when one is forced to stay awake far after the time most hu-
mans are abed, one starts to accumulate stress, disheveled hair, and bags under the eyes. When the backpack user
cannot find critical documents or the focus to stay awake in class, the backpack user misses crucial information,
such as the occurrence of  a test or other essay. So, the cycle repeats itself  as the backpack user forgets or procrasti-
nates, and is forced to stay awake until ungodly morning hours to study. By these three traits; mental, behavioral and
physical, can the discerning anthropologist who braves the wilds of  the local high school find the elusive species of
backpack user.
The handbag user is distinguished from the school population by meticulous planning and organization. With

horizontal instead of  vertical room to fill, papers are less likely to be wadded in haphazardly, because everything is
near to the surface. Instead, the standard handbag organizes itself  into layers that resemble geological strata, with
most recent additions towards one side and older papers to the other. With the occurrence of  such a chronological
and organized system also comes the ability to find any paper very quickly. The handbag user simply recalls when
the paper was handed out, and then she (for it is generally the female gender who prefers such a method of  organi-
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zation) can quickly leaf  through one portion of  the handbag to find it. This also makes her appear more dignified
than the backpacker, who dives into his carryall to find a document with a closer resemblance to a pig at a trough
than a civilized human being. This type of  organization also has the added benefit of  working as a press, with the
great weight of  paper on either side crushing flat wrinkles before they even begin and keeping edges in razor sharp
alignment. With such an organized filing system, it would be impossible to assume that the handbag user does not
organize her entire life into the same regimented fashion. She wakes up on the weekends at promptly nine o’clock
and leaves the shower refreshed and invigorated promptly fifteen minutes afterwards. She eats and works on school
assignments until they are all finished, and she does not miss one because she writes each one down in a notebook,
oblivious to the snores of  the backpack toting student behind her. The handbagger then is able to finish all assign-
ments at a relatively early hour of  the morning, and she has the rest of  the weekend for leisure and the ability to
turn in at precisely nine thirty at night. So the handbagger also appear polished and suave, for she has the peace of
mind to know that an assignment is finished and a schedule that enables her to look her best in the morning. Plus,
handbags come in much more enlightened colors than drab backpacks. Her confident stride and sunny smile is a
stark contrast to the slouch and fatigue of  the backpacker, and it is this confidence that allows her to be picked eas-
ily out of  the crowd by the educated anthropologist.
With these two subspecies of  student demystified, the anthropologist who braves the wilds of  the high school

halls is now prepared and ready to catalog and assess with confidence one of  the most striking differences between
students. It is hoped that many hours of  happy hunting will ensure as a result of  this article.
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VVaallppoo ll ii cc ee ll aa
By M. Medeiros

I plan to major in art history in college. My favorite activities are art and music.
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DDeess ii rr ee
By K. Lin

That night will come. Somewhere someone will be

waiting for me

to take their hand in mine

and sit by the unspoken pond

watching the ancient night

as it passes away.

The wounded sun will bleed

its rays of  crimson into the waters,

telling the night's lonely secrets

as our minds drift

eastward into sunrise.
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PPaass  dd ee  dd eeuuxx
By C. Weinberg

She is sitting at the nicked kitchen table
when the buzzer sounds, 
her arthritic hands, fingernails no longer polished and painted, 
are stiff  around the empty mug, holding the dregs of  Earl Grey.
equally gray sunlight filters through the slatted plastic shades.
across the kitchen.
she stands slowly, unlocking the mug from her grasp
and places it in the sink as she passes to the door
opening it to let him in as the clock ticks along to the symphony on the radio.
she smiles at him. 
and returns to the gray kitchen,
setting the teapot on the stove, fingers struggling awkwardly with the knob 
until the gas ignites. 
he watches from the shadowy hallway as she moves about the kitchen,
light and nimble still, weightless as an insect skating on water
her long legs graceful, and her lithe frame of  toughened and aged muscle,
hung with a worn baggy wool sweater, is ruler straight.
as it has been for eternity.
she fetches two mugs, rising on her toes to reach the confines of  the cupboard. 
and he admires her feet.
bare and perfectly balanced against the scuffed cool of  the linoleum, 
cracked heels and permanently stunted toes, nails cracked and distorted, 
an eerie yellow in the gray light.
bunions encrust the outer edges of  her feet, brittle barnacles clinging to an old hull,
round scars tarnish the wrinkled skin behind her ankles,
just under her Achilles tendons, themselves dense ropes slightly frayed by pulleys.
but her arches are still curved, sliced out by the scimitars of  the moon.
He opens the closet door in the hallway,
releasing the familiar musty smell
of  a past life
a nostalgic perfume.
he wedges his coat between the bluish-dusty, trash bagged figures residing there.
tempted, he lifts the bottom of  one of  the many corpses to reveal,
the wiry mesh
of  the full, cascading skirt.
he knows it so well, 
as he does the others.
he inches the bag higher up the silk bodice,
snow white turned to soured cream,
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with age. and layered sweat stains. and 
he runs a hand over the tiny silver rhinestones
hundreds or thousands,
dangling on disintegrating threads from the elegant neckline, 
and scattered amongst the crushed white feathers
that had once been so delicate and swift beneath his protecting hands.
he finds the diamond tiara lodged in the straps of  ribbon inside the bodice,
no longer crowning her dark hair.
on the floor of  the closet, hidden by the thick trash bag curtain
is an old plastic tub, closed.
betraying the contents is one long pale ribbon
creased, stretched
streaked with faded rosin
it hangs down the side, curling beguilingly
onto the carpeted floor,
its singed end slightly frayed.
the other boxes lie open revealing the edges of  picture frames rolled posters
yellowed newspapers,
jumbles of  brittle lipstick tubes gummy fake eyelashes permanently adhered to rusty
rimmed aerosol bottles of  hairspray.
he has seen these before.
long ago.
before age caught up with her,
and she packed it all away.
the glinting of  stray bobby pins catches his eye from where they lie
lodged with dull glitter.
where the carpet slopes to meet the closet walls.
he closes the door on it all, 
with a sigh.
In the kitchen she pours the tea.
and they sit
opposite each other at the table,
the gray sunlight reflecting off  her silvery hair, 
twisted habitually into that impeccable knot atop her head.
the music on the radio changes.
Swan Lake.
their best, some said. 
he reaches over and flips it off,
it is his turn to push away the past. 
And they sit there in silence, 
two old friends, 
remembering 
together. 
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UUnntt ii tt ll ee dd
By E. Schutten

I enjoy working with clay, and I also like flamingoes. Having a hobby like clay is important.
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UUnnkknnoowwnn LLaanndd
By T. Mullin

This Land,
home to empty woods, endless paths, risking waters, 
the outcome is unknown just as the land is to me.

Left or Right,
decisions arise immediately,
the air is warm, as it has been missed. 
Left, 
the journey has begun,
Nature becomes a companion.

Streams, 
disguised under the hills.
Anxious to cross,
Danger escapes my mind.

Step Left, Step Right, 
careful yet careless, 
Slipping,
Water fills the shoe that once shielded and protected.

Fear enters unwelcome, 
It’s dismissed as I meet the earth.
Where to next?

Ice merely blankets the pond,
Curious,
Gliding on one foot, water once again is met.
Frantic, 
Running to reach the soil of  the earth.
Reached,
Cautiousness must take over. 

Watching nature take its course.
Breathtaking,
Never seen such beauty, 
An indescribable scene. 

Unknown, 
as the Land once was,
now turns to known
as recognizable as the day is warm. 
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